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Ricardo R

on
03/20/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun, I have rifles for long-range. I wanted something a little smaller and I love the 45, I put about a 150 rounds threw it and it fired flawlessly, I let my grandson shoot it and now he wants one, And you can't beat the price. 











Brent P

on
03/17/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very descent unit, has just enough to be a good PLINKER / GREAT KNOCK DOWN POWER!!! PROUD TO BUY LOCAL SW Ohio raised, this is a manufacturer in Ohio. I bought the PRO-PAK well worth the money. 











Gary S

on
05/18/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun, It is accurate as it could be, I love the sights. It is easy on the shoulders, its really smooth and as good or better than my 800 dollar carbine. I Have a Hi point pistol too. It's great, but this is something That is hard to put down. Buy lots of ammo. you will need it. I ordered this and picked it up at Buds in Lexington. Great staff there. Best price around on ammo too, I HAVE USED 100 ROUNDS ALREADY ON MY FIRST DAY. 











Eric P

on
03/24/2022




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I had issues as soon as I removed it from the box. I attempted to test fire using the suggested ammunition and received misfeed after misfeed, and it failed to eject spent shell casings. The onsite gunsmith noted an issue with the rounds not seating flush against the crown of the barrel when chambered. It was literally shipped back within an hour of opening. The product is covered by a lifetime warranty and is being repaired free of charge. The few rounds I was able to discharge felt surprisingly smooth though. Overall I'm still excited to own this type of gun at this price point. 











Jason H

on
06/19/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Run a few hundred rounds through of different makes etc. Drives tacks, reliable, easy to use and overall a fun gun to shoot. 











Roger H

on
12/11/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased two Hi Point 45 hand guns and decided on this one as well. Very satisfied and love the American made products. Planning on a future carbine as well. 











William J

on
03/06/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my third Hipoint Carbine. I started with a .40sw used which I found for a reasonable price. Put a Red Dot sight on it. Took it to the range and loved it. Got a 9mm for my wife, used, but good condition, loved it But this new .45acp is in my opinion the best of them all. Both of the other 2 seem to lack accuracy at any distance. Perhaps because I bought them both used. My .45acp carbine I sighted in at 75 yards, had maybe 1.5" group and was still well under 2" at 100 yards. One less shot but a whole lot more lead. A year after buying it I am as happy with it now as I was then. Home defense, plinking, whatever, this will do the job and leave with with an ear to ear grin. I have yet to have any issue with this gun or Bud's Gun shop. I am a very happy return customer for Hipoint Firears and Bud's is my favorite place to get them. 











Tyler S

on
12/26/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Lots of cheek slap which is uncomfortable and isnt very accurate. Its ok for what it is but there are better options out there. 











John K

on
11/08/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I own a Hi-Point .45 pistol, and have been happy with it. When I found out Hi-Point made a .45 carbine rifle, that uses the same magazine, I thought it would be a good addition. This rifle is solid and well made, although heavy, much like the pistol. It came with 3 magazines, and a magazine holder that holds 2 magazines on the stock. I had some old .45 ammo. Much of it purchased when ever I could get it back in the Obama days. I took some of this old, cheap ammo to the range to try out the carbine. I put about 50 or 60 rounds through it. I had about 3 or 4 failures to eject, but I attribute that to the cheap ammo. It took a bit of adjusting to get the sights right. After a thorough cleaning and oiling I went back to the range, and purchased ammo from the range. It was high quality ammo, loaded by a local supplier, for $24.95 for a box of 50. With the premium ammo I experienced no failures to eject, and no misfires, or failures to feed. Once the sights were dialed in, it was very accurate at 25 to 30 feet. I like this gun a lot. It is fun to shoot, well made, and made in the USA, in Mansfield, Ohio, not far from where I grew up. It's hard to beat the price on the Hi-Point. I recommend this rifle. Very good buy. 











Harold K

on
06/29/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great carbine for the price. 











Patrick M

on
02/01/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I enjoyed this rifle but in the end I traded it for an actual AR-15 that I now love and it was sort of a shooting from the hip Buy pistol caliber carbine and all but what I was looking for was an actual rifle that could reach out to distance with the mounting of a scope no issues and a high-round count without having to buy some ridiculously funky looking 20 round mag poking out of the grip. Easy purchase with buds tho. Thanks 











Kim D

on
11/30/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'll leave two reviews, one for Bud's Gun Shop and a second for the Hi-Point 45 ACP carbine. This was my first on-line purchase from Bud's and everything went smoothly and quickly. Living in the Lexington, KY area I chose to pick up my carbine at Bud's. The carbine was shipped very quickly and I received an email notification that my carbine was ready for pick-up. Everything went smoothly at Bud's, I completed the paperwork, inspected the carbine and paid for it and then took it to the range at Bud's. Kudos to Bud's on an excellent transaction! Now to the Hi-Point 45 ACP carbine. This was my third Hi-Point carbine purchase, I already have the 9mm and .40 cal. Both are excellent rifles and this prompted me to purchase the 45 ACP. Surprisingly, the 45 has less recoil than the .40 cal. I had to make some adjustments to the sights to zero in the carbine but once zeroed it was great. Unfortunately Bud's range is limited to 25 yards (BTW, great range!) but this thing is a joy to shoot. I'll probably shoot the 9mm more often just because of the cost differential between the two but this 45 ACP is one great rifle. I'm tempted to purchase the Hi-Point 45 pistol to take advantage of the interchangeable magazines. If you want a durable 45 ACP carbine this might be the one for you, and you can't beat the price. 











David V

on
11/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Hard to beat this firepower for such a low price. This has a ghost ring site that is much easier for me to see than the usual peep site on an AR15 product, the site is so good I won't be replacing it which was a surprise to me. This will be my trunk gun when traveling long distances, it is comforting knowing it uses the same 45ACP cartridge as my Ruger 1911 I carry when taking vacations. 











Logam N

on
10/23/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is a blast definitely worth the money, high point came threw on this one! 











Robert T

on
08/17/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my third model from High point and it seems to me the slickest one yet. It feeds really well. Buy one and you will not be disappointed. 











Guy S

on
08/02/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Damn ugly but, what an awesome deal! This MADE IN AMERICA 4595TS carbine is built like a brick house. Handles and shoots great right out of the box. I am still in the process of breaking it in. Only had a few FTE's with factory ammo and I am confident that will change as it get broke in. Teardown and reassembly is kind of involved but I will get the hang of it no doubt. Unfortunately there are few factory or aftermarket upgrades available, maybe that will change as time goes on. Very pleased with my purchase. Seriously thinking about getting 995TS....just because. 











Kevin B

on
06/21/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I heard many bad reviews about firearms made by Hi-Point. I remember some other brands got the same reviews when they first came in existence. Like CZ, some SKS, and AK47's. I did research online for the Hi-Point rifle in multiple pistol calibers. Lots of good reviews I read, and I watched many videos concerning this rifle. I decided to go with the 45ACP version. When I received it and opened the box, I saw that some reviews were true. This is an ugly rifle, but looks are very deceiving with this one. It does have a little weight to it, so any accessories with add to this weight. I added a red dot sight and a arm sling. While at the range, I found my rifle to be very accurate at 50 yards plus. I was getting 1 to 3 inch groups at the various distances. I actually did not want to stop shooting this ugly rifle. It is very well built to the point it probably could last forever. Very comfortable to shoot, manipulate controls, and maneuver at ease. This is a great firearm for home protection. The price is unbelievablely low. I did not experience any problems with this firearm and plan to purchase another Hi-Point in the future, from BUD's of course. I will say this firearm is reliable. I have not cleaned it yet. Looking at some cleaning videos of this firearm, I think doing a complete cleaning on it will be a task. My recommendations...buy it now while the price is low. You won't regret it. Thanks Bud's! 











Charles C

on
04/18/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great semi auto. Accurate as all could be. Tore thru first 100 like nuttin. Everyone should have one of these. 











William D

on
03/28/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










the sights on the 4595TS are best for close quarters but with an upgrade on optics this is a fantastic firearm and fun to shoot.... love it 











Tom H

on
03/28/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Had it to the range one time so far right out of the box shot very well. I used the Winchester white box 230gr.FMJ. No malfunctions of any kind only shot at 25 yard using the iron sights even so it group very well nice 2" group off sand bags. Going to try a red dot next. Nice package deal with the 3 mags. Also bought the 9mm . 











James C

on
03/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered from Bud's on a Tuesday and the gun was at my FFL on Friday. Great service and the best price anywhere. Gun shoots great and is a fun addition to my collection. No recoil and accurate enough to be a fun plinker. Good gun for someone who may be recoil sensitive but wants something more powerful than a 22LR. Overall a great experience and I have since ordered more guns from Bud's. 











Scott K

on
02/24/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Transaction with Buds easy as usual, just picked this up from my FFL. Everything included as promised, firearm in perfect shape. Added a muzzle brake and forward grip, holding off with the sling. The firearm is a bit hefty but balanced and frankly not as "ugly" as is reported sometimes. Fit and finish far beyond the horror stories of previous generations and this looks like a real fun gun. Range tomorrow and assume the good things I've heard will be true. If you don't have a bias on the "brand" this is a terrific gun at a fine price, with the extra mags making up for capacity worries. 











Robert D

on
02/22/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this gun for my son and he loves it. It's not a precision rifle by any means but it's easy to shoot with very little "kick" thanks to the butt stock. The price is great for the amount of gun that you get and shooting .45 ACP ammo makes it a fairly inexpensive plinkster. 











Ronald K

on
02/18/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A+ service. Will definitely do business again. 











Jimmie B

on
09/16/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this carbine (Hi-Point 4595TSPro) at 9:31 AM CDT on Sept 11. UPS reported picking it up at 6:30 PM on Sept 11. I live in Illinois and it was received at my "Bud's Gun Shop Preferred FFL Dealer" on Sept. 15. This is the third rifle that I have ordered from Bud's and the service has been the same for all of them. I went to the range and fired 100 rounds without a single problem -- NO jams, No feed problems. A good shooting carbine. The only negative are the sights. At a 15-yard target I had to lower the front sight to its lowest point and move its wind-age to full left. Once I got it sighted in, a full magazine held a 2-inch group. Not too bad for a 74-year old Marine. Please note that this this comes as a "kit". You will need to put on the operating handle, magazine holders, and put together the sling. I found the instructions to be quite adequate and very easy to assemble. Doesn't everything today need "some assembly required"? I will be getting a red-dot sight to replace the iron sights. If you want an affordable, fun rifle/carbine to shoot, then this is it. I HIGHLY recommend this Hi-Point 95TS. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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